United States Department of the Interior

MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICE
Pacific OCS Region
770 Paseo Camarillo
Camarillo, California 93010-6064

IN REPLY REFER TO:

CITATION

SAFETY AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE
CAMARILLO DISTRICT
PACIFIC OCS REGION

UNOCAL ENERGY RESOURCES DIVISION
UNOCAL CORPORATION
PLATFORM HENRY

This award is presented to Unocal for the professional manner in which they conducted production operations on Platform Henry for the period January 1 through December 31, 1995.

During the rating period, Minerals Management Service (MMS) personnel conducted 14 inspections of Platform Henry with only one minor incident of noncompliance (INC) detected during a partial inspection. No INC's were issued during the annual inspection. Results of these inspections revealed that Unocal had an outstanding record in conducting overall operations in accordance with MMS regulations and the criteria set up for the SAFE award program. Platform Henry, one of the older platforms operated by Unocal, consistently maintained its excellent appearance through the efforts and resourcefulness of its personnel and remains an example for others to follow. Unocal was extremely cooperative with MMS personnel and provided support when needed. Management and field personnel were exemplary in awareness, knowledge, and application of Federal, State, and County operating regulations.

The Secretary of the Interior and the Director of Minerals Management Service join me in commending Unocal for its part in accelerating development of offshore mineral resources while maintaining a constant awareness for the safety of personnel, protection of the environment, and adherence to operating regulations.

J. Lisle Reed
Regional Director
Pacific OCS Region